Goal of the formation

The holder of a Degree of Bachelor of Medicine is generally aiming at becoming a Master of Medicine (MMed). The formation of Bachelor will enable the student to follow a master programme by achieving the following competences:

1. to complete and validate a deep understanding of basic principles of natural sciences (physics, chemistry and general biology);
2. to acquire a sound knowledge of the structures and functions of the normal human body, especially those indispensable for the clinical practice;
3. to acquire a sound knowledge of basic clinical sciences (microbiology, pathology, pathophysiology, pharmacology);
4. to be able to transfer to clinical situations the above-mentioned knowledges by explaining semiologic signs based on physiopathological principles relating to individuals (gender, age, race, socio-economic status);
5. to acquire and exercise elementary clinical skills (differential diagnosis of observed symptoms, inference of clinical signs from recorded history, evaluation of complementary tests necessary to establish a proper diagnosis);
6. to discover and identify the role of Medicine for Individuals, Communities and Societies (MICS).
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